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Abstract
Although there is abundant evidence that online consumer ratings have significant impacts on firms’ pricing
strategies, it is unclear how such impacts are influenced by the degree of product customization. This paper sets
up a two-period dynamic model to analyze a firm’s pricing strategies and the changes in its profitability when it
sells products with different customization degrees (i.e., niche, neutral or mainstream). Consumers are
uninformed of the product value. However, the first-period consumers generate online consumer ratings after
their consumptions, and such ratings enable the second-period consumers to better understand the product value
and thus to improve their purchasing decisions. Our results show that, in anticipation of the impacts of online
consumer reviews, the firm should adjust its pricing strategy according to the customization degree of its product.
In particular, for neutral products, the firm should lower its expected price in the second period comparing to its
first period price, but for niche and mainstream products, the pricing adjustments over periods depend on the
product value.

Keywords: Pricing strategy, Product customization, Online consumer rating, Niche product, Neutral
product, Mainstream product
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1 Introduction
The online shopping population is growing all over the world in recent years. According to the monitoring data of China
E-Commerce Research Center (100EC.CN), the number of online shoppers in China has reached 516 million in the
first half of 2017, while this number was 480 million in the first half of 2016, exhibiting an increase of 7.5%. However,
this growth is hindered by some factors, one of which is that consumers cannot accurately evaluate the value of the
product due to spatial separation from online sellers. Online consumer ratings, generated by online buyers, can greatly
help reduce consumers’ uncertainties about the product value [7]. These online ratings are very important for new
consumers, who have no experience with such product, to make purchasing decisions. While the highest ratings are
a good predictor of rapidly growing future sales, the presence of poor ratings is not a good predictor of poor sales [44].
Due to their deep impacts on consumers' purchasing decisions, online consumer ratings affect many firms’ pricing
strategies. For example, different brands of mobile phones released in the same period show different price changes
due to the different online rating levels of consumers. The firm cuts prices more quickly and drastically when its mobile
phones have lower consumer ratings, while the firm cuts prices more slowly and slightly when its mobile phones have
higher consumer ratings. Figure 1 shows the relevant data from Zhongguancun Online, a third-party platform where
consumers can comment on a product and rate from1 to 10 (Site 1). All the websites cited in this paper are listed in
the websites list section.
Products are categorized by their degrees of specialization or customization. Some products are designed to cater to
a broad spectrum of tastes, which are called mainstream products. Some products are customized to meet the needs
of specific people, which are called niche products [41]. Niche products have narrow appeal and more consumers
have a long distance to the product (high product misfit), while mainstream products have broad appeal and more
consumers have a short distance to the product (low product misfit). The products falling between niche and
mainstream products are called neutral products. Panel data collected from the Amazon Web shows that positive
reviews boost sales of mainstream products and negative reviews hurt sales of niche products more [17].

Figure 1: Price trends for different mobile phone brands
Empirical studies show that online reviews are more influential for games whose customization is lower and players
have greater Internet experience [45]. The firm can design different consumer review systems and make different
product pricing strategies for niche product, neutral product and mainstream product [24]. The degree of product
customization fundamentally changes the way that a firm reacts to online consumer ratings. For example, Figure 2
shows that the adjustments in prices for different types of mobile phones are different even though the consumer
ratings are the same. In particular, Samsung GALAXY A8 is designed for majority consumers and it is a mainstream
product, while Razer Phone is for specific people who always play phone games and it is a niche product.
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Figure 2: Varying prices for different mobile phone brands with the same online consumer rating
In this paper, we attempt to answer the following research questions. How should a firm adjust its pricing strategies
according to the degree of its product customization? How does a firm strategically set price in response to consumer
ratings? How do product customization and consumer ratings jointly impact a firm’s pricing strategies? We study these
research questions by a stylized game theoretic model in which a firm sells a product (niche, mainstream or neutral)
to consumers over two periods. The quality of the product is uncertain to consumers, but it can be partially revealed to
the second-period consumers by the online rating generated by the first-period consumers.
In addition to the business practice shown in Figures 1 and 2, our study is also motivated by three findings in the
literature. First, the literature shows that online consumer ratings influence consumers’ decisions and hence the sales
(e.g., [15], [22]), Second, existing studies find that firms adjust price strategies in response to online reviews from both
analytical and empirical perspectives (e.g., [9], [24], [30], [33], [36]). Third, extant research also shows that product
mainstream level (i.e., the degree of product customization) can moderate the impact of online consumer reviews on
sales (e.g., [39], [45]). Motivated by these three findings, our study intends to investigate the interplay among pricing,
online consumer ratings, and product customization degree. We are particularly interested in how a firm adjusts its
pricing strategy according to its product type in response to the presence of online consumer reviews.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related literature. Section 3 presents the
fundamental model and assumptions without consumer reviews and with consumer reviews. Section 4 discusses the
firm’s optimal pricing strategy when selling niche product, neutral product and mainstream product. Finally, in Section
5 we summarize the main points of this paper and discuss important managerial implications of our findings.

2 Literature Review
Many existing empirical studies have shown evidences that online consumer reviews play a key role on the purchase
behavior of consumers. These reviews provide consumers with additional information so they can estimate a more
accurate product value and make purchase decision based on their updated net utilities. The online sellers must adjust
their pricing strategies to align with consumer reviews.

2.1

The Impact of Online Consumer Reviews on Consumer Behavior and Sales

The impacts of online consumer reviews on consumers’ buying intentions have been widely studied in literature [19],
[21], [32], [42]. The impact of online reviews on consumer purchasing decisions can vary depending on the product
category and we elaborate as follows. Online reviews of tourists have an important influence on the accommodation
decisions of other tourists while have little influence on their travel routes [16]. As for travel and financial services,
people are more likely to choose search engine or follow the recommendation from family and friends [5]. Online
reviews also impact the movie industry, digital microproducts, software and book [1]. Different reviews will affect
consumers differently, and negative online reviews have a greater impact on high-risk adverse travelers than positive
reviews. For positive online reviews, high-risk adverse travelers feel that the reviews posted by professionals, travel
product images and well-known brand names are useful [4]. Through double-process theory and uncertainty theory,
[6] focuses on how online consumer reviews affect consumer uncertainty and values. The results show that the review
quality, the sources credibility and the prior belief will reduce consumer's uncertainty about the product. As the
reduction in uncertainty affected value perception, the study shows that businesses will benefit if they provide online
consumer reviews on their websites to reduce consumer uncertainty. The textual content of the product reviews is an
important determinant of consumer choice when nesting text mining into the consumer choice model, exceeding the
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rank and number of comments [2]. The online reviews from personal-blogger reviews are most influential on product
sales among seller-site, seller-blogger, and personal-blogger reviews.
Many studies show that consumers’ purchasing behaviors and attitudes can be affected after the online reviews are
observed, but what is its mechanism? Some related research has been done. The impact of online reviews on
consumer choice of hotels is studied [23]; it is shown that online consumer review can increase consumer awareness
of hotels, and that positive reviews produce positive attitude to the hotel and negative reviews lead to negative attitude
[23]. Online consumer reviews play an indirect role by influencing consumer beliefs [38]. Online product reviews and
product knowledge can affect online shopping attitudes, resulting in online shopping behavior. The related finding is
that online reviews enable consumers to gain more product knowledge and thus make consumers more confident
about online shopping [18]. The impact of the format of online consumer reviews is studied in [25], which shows that
consumers’ buying intentions increase when consumer ratings are presented in terms of average points. The impacts
of online consumer reviews on experience-goods and search-goods are different: when consumers buy search-goods,
their purchasing decisions are less affected by consumer reviews, while when consumers buy experience-goods, their
purchasing decisions are greatly influenced by consumer reviews, and the higher the price of the goods, the greater
the impact on them [41].

2.2

Firms’ Performance and Strategy in Response to Online Consumer Reviews

Online reviews of books sold on Amazon and Barnes & Noble show that customer reviews are overwhelmingly positive
on both sites, and the impact of negative reviews on sales was greater than positive reviews [10]. The study of the
beer industry finds that while the highest ratings are a good predictor of rapidly growing future sales, the presence of
poor ratings is not a good predictor of poor sales [11]. Firms can use the number of online reviews to forecast box
office revenue prior to the release of early box office results, and firms can also use online review data to generate
estimates of competitor sales [13]. A study shows that the impact of consumer reviews on product sales decreased
over time [22]. The amount of reviews has a significant impact on early sales of these new products and the effect is
reducing over time in electronic and video games [12]. Quality information generated by consumers often aggravates
supplier’s competition and reduces their profits while increasing retailer’s profits [8]. The effect of online product reviews
on different players in a channel structure is investigated [28]. A study shows how firms can use the upstream pricing
scheme as a strategic tool to benefit from online product reviews [29].
Our study is broadly related to the literature on the inference of users’ attitude via collecting users’ records on webpages.
This stream of research focuses on the analysis of user behavior and user interest with the user feedbacks
automatically tracked by search engines [3], [14]. In contrast, the consumer feedbacks in our model are generated by
consumers themselves and hence are impacted by the pricing strategies. In addition, the focus of our study is quite
different from the aforementioned literature, as we focus on how the pricing strategy depends on the product
customization degree.

2.3

Dynamic Pricing in the Presence of Online Consumer Reviews

Our study is mostly related to dynamic pricing that has been widely applied in practice to align with information updating
or market variation. Consumer rating, as a digital indicator of online consumer reviews, is more intuitive than textual
information and has a significant impact on the pricing strategy of firms, and thus some scholars study the relationship
between ratings and dynamic pricing. The theoretical model developed in [38] shows that when the average rating of
a product is low, the greater variance in ratings, the higher the sales of the product. A model is established to study
how the early consumer's assessment of product value is passed to later stage consumers through consumer ratings;
the results show that firms should choose different pricing strategies to maximize their profits based on whether
consumers are able to observe the product's history price and market growth rate of the product [31]. The choice of
whether or not to adopt an online review system as well as the optimal price should depend on the value and
prevalence of the product [24].
Online consumer reviews have an impact on a firm's dynamic pricing strategies and profitability [8], [20], [27], [30] [33],
[34], [35], [36], [37]. The investigation of online consumer reviews of third-party platforms shows that if consumers
value products more rather than service, firms should choose advertising strategies rather than pricing strategies to
deal with online consumer reviews [8]. Pre-announce price strategy against dynamical pricing strategy are compared
in a two-phase model when a monopolist faces strategic consumers [37]. The online book reviews published on
Amazon (Site 2) show that companies can encourage consumers to generate positive online reviews in the early
stages of new product sales through product prices, advertisements, or product designs to obtain greater benefits [33].
If a firm can dynamically adjust its price based on consumer-generated quality information when facing strategic
consumers, the pricing strategy at an initial stage not only affects the sales in the initial stage, but also passes
information about product quality to the later stage through consumer reviews [27]. An analytical model is developed
to examine the impact of price-influenced reviews on firm optimal pricing and consumer welfare; the results suggest
that firms can boost ratings of their products at release via low introductory pricing [34]. The optimal pricing strategy
for a platform selling electronic products when consumers sequentially learn about product quality from consumer
reviews is investigated [20]. Applying sentiment analysis and spatial autoregressive model to data from Airbnb, it is
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shown that rental prices are influenced by online review scores [30]. More positive online customer ratings can increase
prices and online sales [36].
Many scholars have studied the influence of online consumer reviews on consumer buying behavior and firm strategy,
but most of the studies ignore the degree of product customization [27], [40], [43]. We will classify the products into
three types, niche products, neutral product and mainstream product, and further investigate the impact of online
consumer ratings on firm’s pricing strategy for different product types.

3 Model Setup
In this section, we set up the model and introduce the game between the firm and consumers. We consider two cases,
with and without online consumer ratings.

3.1

Basic Model and Assumption

In this section, we establish a game theoretic model, by which we study a firm’s pricing strategies in the presence of
online consumer ratings, and the impact of the degree of product customization on pricing. In particular, a firm sells its
product online over two periods, t  1,2 . The product is durable, and consumers do not repeatedly buy the product
within a short time. So there are two independent groups of consumers, with one group arriving in the first period and
the other arriving in the second period. The total number of consumers in each period is normalized to one.
Consumers are uncertain about the product value. The firm (e.g. an online seller) provides consumers with only a
virtual description of the product, using texts, graphics, or symbols in a paper or web page catalog. Consumers can
evaluate part of the product value through such posted information, and we call this sort of product value observable
value. However, this eliminates the use of touch, taste, smell, and often sound from the set of senses used in the prepurchase evaluation and can cause evaluation uncertainties by shoppers. We call this nontransparent product value
unobservable value. These unobservable product value become known by consumers after they purchase and use
the products. For example, products like the electronic devices, apparel, books, games, and so on, cannot be fully
described online by the seller, and a consumer usually cannot thoroughly sense the value of the product unless he
buys one.
Without an online rating system, consumers in both periods make their purchasing decisions based on the observable
value. When an online consumer rating system is deployed by the firm, online consumer rating will be generated by
all consumers who purchase in the first period and will affect consumers’ purchasing decision in the second period.
That is, consumers in the second period will update their perception of unobservable product value based on the
average consumer rating. So in this study we will explore how a consumer updates the product value and how the firm
adjusts its second period price when considering online consumer reviews.
The consumers are heterogeneous in terms of their preferences over the product. For example, each consumer has
different tastes for the color of a mobile phone cover. To model such idiosyncratic misfit between a consumer and the
product, we employ the traditional Hotelling model in which the heterogeneous consumers are uniformly distributed on
the line segment [0, 1], and each consumer has a location on this line segment. In fact, the location of a consumer
measures how the product misfit with him, a larger x ( x [0,1] ) means the product is less fit to the consumer. Thus,
consumers incur misfit costs: a consumer who is located at x [0,1] (called consumer x hereafter) incurs a cost of
misfit with the product, cx , where c is the unit misfit cost. As c does not qualitatively affect the company's pricing
strategy, we normalize it to 1. The probability density function of x is denoted by f ( x ) , which characterizes the degree
of product customization. Mainstream products have low degree of product customization and broad appeal, so more
consumers have a short distance to the product (i.e., x is more likely close to zero). Niche products have high degree
of product customization and narrow appeal, so more consumers have a long distance to the product (i.e., x is more
likely close to one). As for neutral products, its misfit distance are evenly distributed among consumers. The explicit
forms of f ( x ) for different degrees of product customization will be specified in Section 4.
In period t (t  1,2) , each consumer will purchase at most one unit of product and obtain the net utility

U( x )  v    x  pt

(1)

where v is the common observable value shared by all consumers,  is the unobservable value, x is the location of
the consumer which is also interpreted as consumer x’s misfit to the product, and pt is the product price in time period
t . The first two terms (v+) is related to the product quality (also called vertical attribute in the literature), and every
consumer prefers higher quality. The third term (x) is related to an individual consumer’s preference over the product
(also called horizontal attribute in the literature). Consumer x will buy the product if U( x)  0 and will exit the market
with zero utility otherwise. The unobservable value (i.e.  ), which is assumed to be uniformly distributed in [ 1,1] , is
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unknown to the consumers before they make the purchase. The consumer can perceive the unobservable value 
only after purchasing and using the product. We focus on observable value v [1,2] . This is to exclude uninteresting
cases: if v   , the product value v   can be negative, while if v   , the firm’s pricing strategy does not change with
online ratings.

3.2

Without Online Consumer Ratings

When there are not consumer ratings, in each selling period, the consumers can only make their purchase decisions
based on the observable value and the expectation of the unobservable value, which is E( )   . The utility function
of a consumer x is U ( x )  v  x  pt , which means consumers with x  v  pt will purchase the product. When no
consumer ratings are available, consumers in the second time period will not get any information updating from
previous experienced consumers. Their purchasing decisions will remain the same and so is the firm’s pricing strategy.
The market demand in each period is

Dt ( pt ; v )  

v  pt

0

f ( x )dx ,

(2)

and the firm’s profit in each period is

 t ( pt ;v )  Dt ( pt ;v )pt .

3.3

(3)

With Online Consumer Ratings

When there are consumer ratings, the firm has the incentive to set a lower price than vmin  1 in the first period to get
a higher consumer average rating, so as to get more profit due to higher consumer perceived product value in the
second stage.
The unobservable value  will be realized to consumers who purchase the product in the first period. The ex post utility
function of consumer x will be U '( x )  v    x  p1 . Then, consumer x will post his individual rating online based on
the value of U '( x) . Consumer x will post high rating (satisfied), which we assume is 1, if his utility U '( x )  0 ,otherwise,
consumer x will post low rating (unsatisfied), which we assume is 0. The binary rating model follows from [26], and
allows us to neatly incorporate the degree of product customization. We refer to the number of consumers purchasing
products and the number of consumers give a high rating in the first period as D and d , respectively. Clearly, the
average rating is R  d / D . And D  

v  p1

0

f ( x )dx . If   0 , all consumers buying the product in the first period get

positive utility and give the higher ratings, so d 
are 

v    p1

0

d

f ( x )dx and the average rating R  1 ; If (v  p1)    0 , there

f ( x )dx consumers buying the product in the first period get positive utility and give the higher ratings, so

v    p1

0

v  p1

0

v    p1

f ( x )dx

f ( x )dx

the average rating R  0 v  p
; when
0 f ( x )dx
1

 1    (v  p1) , all consumers buying the product in the first period get negative utility and give the lower ratings,
so d  0 and the average rating R  0 . So

0   1

 1,
 v   p1
 
f ( x )dx
R   0 v p
,
1
 
f ( x )dx
 0
 0,

 (v  p1 )    0 .

(4)

 1    (v  p1 )

When consumers in the second period see that R  1 ( 0  R   or R  0 ), the consumer can infer that 0    1
( (v  p1)    0 or  1    (v  p1) ),and they know that  is uniformly distributed in [-1,1], so they can use R to
updated expectation of  in the second period will be

E [ | p1, R( p1;v ,  )] 

1  (v  p1)
1
( E[ | p1, R( p1;v,  )]   ( p1,v, R ) or E [ | p1, R( p1; v,  )] 
).
2
2
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The updated utility function of the consumers in the second period after observing average consumer rating is

U ''( x )  v  E[ | p1, R( p1;v,  )]  x  p2 .

(6)

All consumers whose misfits satisfy x  v  E[ | p1, R( p1;v,  )]  p2 will buy the products. Market demand in the second
period will be

D2 ( p2 ; v , R( p1; v ,  ))  

v  E [  | p1,R ( p1;v , )]  p2

0

f ( x )dx ,

(7)

the firm’s profit in the second period is

 2 ( p2;v, R( p1; v,  ))  D2 ( p2; v, R( p1; v,  ))p2 .

(8)

By (6), we can derive the firm’s optimal price in the second period, the specific form of which will be presented in
Section 4. The total expected profit of the firms is

E [ ]   1( p1; v )  E [ 2* ] ,

(9)

where E[2*] is the firm’s optimal expected profit at the optimal second-period price obtained by (6).

4 Firms’ Optimal Pricing Strategies for Different Types of Products
In this section, we investigate the impact of the degree of product customization on the firm’s pricing strategy. We use
backward induction to solve the model presented in Section 3.

4.1

Niche Product

When a firm sells niche products, the degree of misfit will be large for a majority of consumers. To characterize this
feature and for analytical tractability, we assume that f ( x )  2x . We use superscript NI to denote the niche product,
and use subscript  N and R to denote without online consumer ratings and with online consumer ratings respectively.
For example, pNNI,t represents the niche product price in period t without online consumer reviews. Without online
consumer ratings, the market demand in period t is
DNNI,t ( pNNI,t ;v )  

NI
v  pN
,t

0

2xdx ,

(10)

the firm maximizes the profit in period 1 and period 2

max t 1 NNI,t ( pNNI,t ;v )  max t 1 pNNI,t (v  pNNI,t )2 .
2

2

(11)

By solving (9), we can obtain the optimal pricing strategy

pNNI,1*  pNNI,2* 

v
,
3

(12)

the profits in each period and the total profit will be, respectively,

 NNI,1*   NNI,2* 

4v 3
,
27

(13)

And

 NNI * 

8v 3
.
27

(14)
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With online consumer ratings, we can get the R is as following

 1,

 (v  pRNI,1   )2
R
,
NI 2
 (v  pR,1)

 0,

0   1
 (v  pRNI,1)    0 ,
 1    (v 

(15)

pRNI,1)

and the second-period consumers update  according to R as following
1
 2,

1

E [ | pRNI,1, R ( pRNI,1; v ,  )]   (1  R 2 )(v  pRNI,1),

NI
 1  (v  pR,1 ) ,

2


R 1
0  R  .

(16)

R 0

The utility function for consumers in second period is U ''( x )  v  E [ | pRNI,1, R( pRNI,1; v ,  )]  x  pRNI,2 , and the demand
function is
 1
NI 2
 ( 2  v  pR,2 ) ,

1

NI
NI
DR,2 ( pR ,2 ; v , R )   (v  pRNI,2  (1  R 2 )(v  pRNI,1))2,

NI
 ( v  pR,1  1  pNI )2 ,
R ,2

2


R 1
0  R  .

(17)

R 0

Market demand in period 1 is
DRNI,1( pRNI,1;v )  

NI
v  pR
,1

0

2xdx .

(18)

The firm maximizes the expected profits in period 1 and period 2

2 1
(  v )3 
27 2
.
NI
1
1 2(v  pR ,1 )
2(1  v  pRNI,1) v  pRNI,1  1 3
NI
3
2
(
) }
0 27 (v  (1  R )(v  pR,1)) dR 
27
2

m ax{ RNI,1( pRNI,1; v )  E [ RNI,2* ( pRNI,2; v )]}  m ax{ pRNI,1(v  pRNI,1)2 

(19)

1

v
80985 2 51
By solving (15), We can obtain the optimal pricing strategy: when 1  v 
, we can find P 0  (v  1, )

3
20
4
and

 {  RNI,1( pRNI,1; v )  E [ RNI,2* ( pRNI,2; v )]}
 pRNI,1

|pNI  P 0  0 .
R ,1

pRNI,1*


 0
 P ,


 v  1,


1

80985 2 51
1 v 

20
4
1
80985 2

20

,

(20)

51

v 
4
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1
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R 0
0  R .

(21)

R 1

3
3
and pRNI,1*  pNNI,1* when  v  2 .
2
2
Proposition 1 implies that, for the niche product, when taking online consumer ratings into consideration, the firm will
reduce its selling price in the first period if the observable value of the niche product is relatively low and will raise its
selling price otherwise.
Proposition 1: For the niche product, pRNI,1*  pNNI,1* when 1  v 

For niche products, a majority of the consumers’ net utilities will be relatively low due to large misfit distances. When
the observable value of a niche product is relatively low, consumers in the first stage are more likely to get less utilities
and give lower ratings, which will result in a lower estimate of unobservable value for consumers in the second period.
This effect will hurt the sales of the second period. Therefore, when the observable value is low, the company should
set a lower price in the first period to induce a higher average consumer rating, which builds belief of higher
unobservable value. Thus, the profit in the second period will benefit from such strategic decision in the first period. In
contrast, when the observable value is high, it is more likely for consumers in the first period to obtain a positive utility
after the unobservable value is realized. Therefore, the firm can set a higher price in the first period to obtain higher
profit in the first period without hurting the second period sales dramatically.

37
37
v  2.
; and E [ pRNI,2* ]  pRNI,1* when
24
24
The expectation of the optimal price in the second period is higher (lower) than the optimal price in the first period if
the observable value is relatively low (high).
Proposition 2: For the niche product, E [ pRNI,2* ]  pRNI,1* when 1  v 

This result is consistent with Proposition 1. When the value of niche product is relatively low, the firm will strategically
set a lower selling price in the first period to induce a higher consumer rating. This leads to a belief of higher
unobservable value for the consumers in the second period. Therefore, the expectation of the optimal profit of the
second period will also increase. In contrast, when the observable value is high, the firm will adjust its strategy, i.e.
setting higher selling price in the first period.

4.2

Neutral Product

To characterize this product feature and for analytical tractability, we assume that f ( x)  1 . We use superscript NE to
denote the neutral product, and use subscript  N and R to denote without online consumer ratings and with online
consumer ratings, respectively. Without online consumer ratings, the market demand in period t is
NE
DNNE
,t ( pN,t ; v )  

NE
v  pN
,t

0

1dx ,

(22)

the firm maximizes the profit in period 1and period 2
NE
NE
NE
max t 1 NNE
,t ( pN,t ; v )  max t 1 pN,t (v  pN,t ) .
2

2

(23)

We can obtain the optimal pricing strategy by solving (23)

pNNE,1 *  pNNE,2 * 

v
,
2

(24)

v2
,
4

(25)

the profits in each period and the total profit will be

 NNE,1 *   NNE,2 * 
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and

 NNE * 

v2
.
2

(26)

With online consumer ratings, we can get the R is as following

 1,

 v  pRNE,1  
R
,
NE
 v  pR,1

 0,

0   1
 (v  pRNE,1 )    0 ,

(27)

 1    (v  pRNE,1 )

and the second-period consumers update  according to R as following

1
 ,
2

E [ | pRNE,1 , R( pRNE,1 ; v ,  )]   (1  R )(v  pRNE,1 ),

NE
 1  (v  pR,1 ) ,

2

R 1
0  R  .

(28)

R0

The utility function for consumers in second period is U ''( x )  v  E [ | pRNE,1 , R( pRNE,1 ; v ,  )]  x  pRNE,2 , and the demand
function is

1
NE
  v  pR,2 ,
2

NE
NE
NE
DRNE
,2 ( pR ,2 ; v , R )   v  pR ,2  (1  R )(v  pR ,1 ),

NE
 v  pR,1  1  pNE ,
R ,2

2

R 1
0  R  ,

(29)

R 0

and market demand in period 1 is
NE
DRNE
,1 ( pR,1 ; v )  

NE
v  pR
,1

0

1dx .

(30)

The firm maximizes the expected profit in period 1 and period 2

(2v  1)2

32
.
(1  v  pRNE,1 )(v  pRNE,1  1)2
(v  (1  R )(v  pRNE,1 ))2 dR 
}
32

NE
NE *
NE
NE
NE
max{ RNE
,1 ( pR,1 ; v )  E [ R,2 ( pR,2 ; v )]}  max{ pR,1 (v  pR,1 ) 
1v

0

 pRNE,1
8

(31)

We can obtain the optimal pricing strategy by solving (31)
NE 
 p,
1  v  16(

pRNE,2 *

1

17 v 2
 )  33 ,
4 8

 v  pRNE,1 *  1
,

4

 (v  (1  R )(v  pNE * ))
R ,1

,
2

 2v  1
,

 4

(32)

R 0
0  R .

(33)

R 1
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Proposition 3: For the neutral product, pRNE,1 *  pNNE,1 * for all 1  v  2 .
For the neutral product, the optimal price in the first period with online consumer ratings is lower than the optimal price
in the first period without online consumer ratings.
Proposition 4: For the neutral product, pRNE,1 *  E [ pRNE,2 * ] for all 1  v  2 .
For the neutral product, the expectation of the optimal price in the second period is higher than the optimal price in the
first period when considering consumer ratings.
As for neutral products, consumers are evenly distributed over the misfit line, so their assessments of the total value
of the product will affect aggregate demand linearly. Therefore, regardless of the value of the product, when
considering consumer ratings generated in the first period, the firm will set a lower price to obtain a higher rating so as
to increase the consumers’ estimate of the product value in the second period. Therefore, the firm sets a higher price
in the second period to take advantage of the reputation built in the first period to achieve a higher total profit.

4.3

Mainstream Product

When a firm sells mainstream product, the product can meet the needs of a large portion of consumers, i.e. the degree
of misfit will be small for a majority of consumers. To characterize this feature and for analytical tractability, we assume
that f ( x )  2  2x . We use superscript M to denote the mainstream product, and use subscript  N and  R to denote
without online consumer ratings and with online consumer ratings, respectively. Without online consumer ratings, the
market demand in period t is
DNM,t ( pNM,t ;v )  

M
v  pN
,1

0

(2  2x )dx ,

(34)

the firm maximizes the profit in period 1 and period 2

max t 1 NM,t ( pNM,t ;v )  max t 1 pNM,t (v  pNM,t )(2  v  pNM,t ) .
2

2

(35)

We can obtain the optimal pricing strategy by solving (35)
1

pNM,1*



pNM,2*

2v  (v 2  2v  4)2  2
,

3

(36)

the profits in each period and the total profit will be
3



M*
N ,1

4v 2(v 2  2v  4) 2 2v 2 2v 3 16
,





9
27
9
27 27



M*
N ,2

M*
N

8v 4(v 2  2v  4)2 4v 2 4v 3 32
.





9
27
9
27 27

(37)

and
3



(38)

With online consumer ratings, we can get the R is as following

 1,

 (v  pRM,1   )(2  v  pRM,1   )
R
,
(v  pRM,1)(2  v  pRM,1)


 0,

0 1
 (v  pRM,1 )    0 ,
 1    (v  pRM,1)
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and the second-period consumers update  according to R as following

1
 ,
2

E [ | pRM,1, R( pRM,1; v ,  )]   1  (v  pRM,1)  Q,

M
 1  (v  pR,1) ,

2

R 1
0  R 

(40)

R0
1

We write that Q  (RpRM,12  2RpRM,1v  2RpRM,1  Rv 2  2Rv  1) 2 .The utility function for consumers in second period is
U ''( x )  v  E [ | pRM,1, R( pRM,1; v ,  )]  x  pRM,2 , and the demand function is

 1
3
M
M
 (  v  pR,2 )(  v  pR,2 ),
2
2


DRM,2 ( pRM,2 ; v , R )   (1  pRM,1  Q  pRM,2 )(1  pRM,1  Q  pRM,2 ),

M
M
 ( v  pR,1  1  pM )( 5  v  pR,1 + pM ),
R ,2
R ,2

2
2

R 1
0  R  ,

(41)

R 0

and market demand in period 1 is
DRM,1( pRM,1;v )  

M
v  pR
,1

0

(2  2x )dx .

(42)

The firm maximizes the expected profit in period 1 and period 2

max{ RM,1( pRM,1; v )  E [ RM,2* ( pRM,2; v )]}  max{ pRM,1(v  pRM,1)(2  v  pRM,1) 
3

1  v  pRM,1 2(v  pRM,1  1) ((v  pRM,1  1)2  8(v  pRM,1  1)  16) 2
(


2
9
108
(v  pRM,1  1)2 (v  pRM,1  1)3 16
(v  pRM,1) 1 4(3 pRM,1  3Q  1)


)
 (

0
18
108
27
2
9
2( (1  pRM,1  Q )2  2(1  pRM,1  Q ) 
27

3
4) 2



2(1  pRM,1  Q )2
9



.

2(1  pRM,1  Q )3
27

(43)

)dR

3

1 12v  10 2(4v 2  4v  13) 2 (2v  1)2 (2v  1)3
 (



)
2
27
108
18
108
The analytical optimal solutions for the above problem are not available, we turn to numerical method to investigate
the pricing behaviors in this case. By fixing a value of v in function (35), we can obtain pRM,1* .We further compare pRM,1*
and pNM,1* to summarize the following numerical findings.
Proposition 5: For the mainstream product, pRM,1*  pNM,1* for all 1  v  2 .
As for mainstream products, most consumers are more likely to get a positive utility since their misfit distances are
small. The firm can set a higher price in the first period to get higher profit without sacrificing the sales or consumer
rating. According to the above two aspects, firms should set higher first-period price with consumer ratings.
Proposition 6: For the mainstream product, E [ pRM,2* ]  pRM,1* if the observable value v is relatively low, E [ pRM,2* ]  pRM,1* ,
otherwise.
When the value of the mainstream product is relatively low, the expectation of the optimal price in the second period
is greater than the optimal price in the first period when considering online consumer ratings. When the value of the
mainstream product is relatively high, the expectation of the optimal price of the second period is less than the optimal
price in the first period when considering online consumer ratings.
When considering consumer ratings in mainstream product market, the firm has to lower the price to seduce a higher
consumer rating if the observable value is small. This pricing strategy raises the consumers’ expectation of the
unobservable value in the second period. Therefore, the firm can raises the second-period price to derive higher total
profit. When the observable value is large, the opposite is true.
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We also study consumer online rating’s impaction on prices changing of niche product, neutral product and mainstream
product. We refer to these changings as  p1NI * ,  p1NE * and  p1M * respectively.
 p1NI *  pRNI,1*  pNNI,1* ,

(44)

*
NE *
 p1NE *  pRNE
,1  pN ,1 ,

(45)

 p1M *  pRM,1*  pNM,1* .

(46)
1

1

Proposition

7:

When 1  v  48  257 2  768

,

 p1M *   p1NE *   p1NI * ;

when

48  257 2  768  v  v 0

,

 p1M *   p1NI *   p1NE * and when v 0  v  2 ,  p1NI *   p1M *   p1NE * .
The relationship between as  p1NI * ,  p1NE * and  p1M * can be shown in the Figure 3. When the observable value v is
relatively low, the consumer online rating has more significant impaction on neutral and mainstream product price
changing, while the observable value v is relatively higher, the consumer online rating has a more significant impact
on niche product price change. But the impact of consumer online rating on the price change is more significant for
mainstream product than for neutral product.

Figure3: The relationship between as  p1NI * ,  p1NE * and  p1M *
When considering consumer online rating, if average rating is too low the firm can reduce its product price to attract
consumers to buy the products. We denote R0 as the threshold that when the average rating is below it the firm should
reduce its price, when the average rating is over it the firm should prompt its price. We denote this threshold of niche
product, neutral product and mainstream product as R0NI , R0NE and R0M respectively. And by comparing them we can
get Proposition 8.
Proposition 8: When 1  v  1.499 , R0NI  R0NE  R0M ; when 1.499  v  2 , R0NE  R0NI  R0M .
The relationship between R0NI , R0NE and R0M can be shown in the Figure 4. Though the average rating is relatively higher
the firm has to reduce niche product’s price when 1  v  1.499 . And the firm has to reduce neutral product’s price
though its average rating is relatively higher when 1.499  v  2 . The mainstream product may maintain the same
price as first-period price though its average rating is relatively lower.
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Figure 4: The relationship between R0NI , R0NE and R0M
We further investigate the profitability of the consumer reviews by comparing the optimal profits obtained with and
without consumer reviews. We denote the expectation of the profit gap as   . For niche product, neutral product
and mainstream product, we refer to these gaps as   NI ,   NE and  M ,respectively.
  NI  E [ RNI | pRNI,1* ] 

8v 3
,
27

*
  NE  E [ RNE | pRNE
,1 ] 

(47)
v2
,
2

(48)

3



M

 E[ |
M
R

pRM,1* ]

8v 4(v 2  2v  4) 2 4v 2 4v 3 32
(




).
9
27
9
27 27

(49)

Numerical finding: Offering online consumer ratings will benefit the profitability of the firm by increasing the expected
total profit. Niche product will enjoy the largest benefit from online consumer ratings while mainstream product enjoys
the least, that is  NI    NE    M for any v , 1  v  2 .
When there are no online consumer ratings, the estimation of the unobservable value differs greatly from its true value.
While online consumer ratings are available, the firm updates to get a more accurate estimation of the unobservable
value according to the average consumer rating. For niche products, since the demand will change dramatically with
the price, the firm benefits more from accurate information by adjusting selling price in the second period. On the other
hand, for mainstream products, the demand will be less sensitive to the price. Thus, the firm has less pricing power to
manipulate the market demand and will benefit less from more accurate information.

5 Discussions and Future Research
In this section, we conclude our main results and discuss the possible directions for future research.

5.1

Discussions

We consider the consumer ratings as the research perspective in this paper, and study how the average consumer
ratings form. We take not only the value dimensions of the product but also misfit dimensions into account. So
consumer ratings represent the consumers’ overall feeling about this shopping experiences and is a measure of
shopping satisfaction and have more practical significance. Most existing papers have studied the impact of consumer
ratings on the pricing strategies for neutral products. Here we consider the different pricing strategies for mainstream
products, neutral products and niche products and draw the following conclusions.
By considering the dynamics of pricing, we show how the firm should use its first-period price to induce proper online
rating. With the development of Internet technology, the cost of consumers using the Internet for information exchange
is getting lower and lower, and online consumer ratings are also getting more and more attention. It will increase a
firm’s profit when they consider online consumer ratings into pricing strategies in niche product market, neutral product
market or mainstream product market. So firms can take positive steps to guide consumers to rate the product. In
addition, as a digital indicator of online consumer ratings, consumer ratings are more intuitive and vivid, conveying the
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overall experience of consumer shopping, improving the accuracy of consumers' understanding of products’
unobservable value in the second period and better judging the products’ net utility. Firms can also be based on
consumer ratings to understand the value of the products, adjust prices, and enjoy greater profits.
The firm should adopt different optimal pricing strategies for the three different types of product (i.e., mainstream,
neutral and niche). This perspective has practical implications. For example, for a product with moderate value, the
firm should use an ascending (descending) pricing policy across periods, if the product is niche (neutral). When
considering consumer ratings, mainstream products increase profit in maximum extent, niche products increase profit
in moderate extent, and neutral products increase profit the in minimum extent. So consumer online ratings play
different roles on the firm’s profitability for different types of products. Mainstream products firms should pay more
attention to consumer ratings, for it will bring more profit.
The optimal price set by the firm should be different when considering the consumer rating and not considering it. In
niche product markets: when firms provide consumer rating systems and the value of a product is small, the firm should
reduce the first-period price to obtain a higher level of consumer rating and then set the second-period price according
consumer ratings; when the value of the products is large, the firm can set a higher first-period price and obtain more
consumer surplus, and then make the second-period price through consumer rating produced in the first period. It is
essential for firms to understand the value of the product correctly, and develop different pricing strategies according
to the value of product, because it will enable firms to make greater profits. In the neutral product market: when
considering consumer ratings, firms set a lower price in the first period to get a higher rating for consumers and then
make the second-period price through consumer rating produced in the first period. In the mainstream product market:
when considering consumer ratings, firms set a higher price in the first period to gain more consumer surplus in time
and then make the second-period price through consumer rating produced in the first period. It is a key factor for a
company to make a price decision by correctly identifying whether the product being sold is a niche product, a neutral
product or a mainstream product.

5.2

Future Research

In our study, the firms only provide satisfied and not satisfied to consumers to rate the product. It may not be accurate
enough for consumer to express the extent of consumers’ satisfaction, so in the future research can examine how
consumer ratings affect firms’ pricing strategies and consumers’ purchasing decisions when the consumer ratings is
not only the two options.
We do not consider that how consumer ratings influence pricing strategies for themselves and their competitors and
how consumers make purchasing decisions when the market environment is competitive. When there are substitutable
products on the market, consumers’ purchasing decisions will change and firms should make decisions not only
considering the purchase behavior of consumers but also considering the influence of competitors' prices.
Our study focuses on durable products, the quality of which cannot be fully described on online websites. Thus, our
model is particularly fit to products like the electronic devices, apparel, books, and games. For future research, it would
be worthy to explore the pattern of price changes in response to online reviews for different product customization level
in other industries like tourism and finance. But the consumers and their utility should be carefully modeled, so that the
consumers in the two selling periods may be overlapped and their utility functions should be interdependent.
Our paper is based on analytical modeling. With abundant data of online consumer reviews, it would be interesting to
use experimental and empirical methods to study the interplay among pricing, online consumer ratings, and product
customization degree.
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